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FOREWORD
Among

the most pressing problems in several sections o£ the United

States are those associated

with the current settlement of land for farming

Throughout the Delta of the lower Mississippi Alluvial Valley,
in the regions surrounding Lake Okeechobee in Florida, in the Basin of
the Columbia River, and to a limited extent in the Cumberland Plateau
are to be found thousands of families seeking to establish permanent
farm homes. Although their efforts are in a sense "pioneering," actually
they are beset with economic and social maladjustments far more difficult of solution than the relatively simple physical problems and hazards
purposes.

ordinarily associated with a pioneer agriculture.

The

new settlement and the causes for such a movedebatable topics. Some may view the opening of new
agricultural lands as a factor further complicating the "farm problem,"
particularly when it is considered one of over-production of basic agricultural commodities, and hence they would not encourage such a movement.
Others will see in the development a very desirable shift of production
from poor to good agricultural lands. As to the cause of the settlement
some will see it as a natural result of production and price controls, while
others will see it as a manifestation of the pressure of surplus farm people
on the land resources of the Nation. Regardless of the differences of
opinion on these questions, most economists and sociologists recognize
ment

desirability of this

are, of course,

the need for protecting the settler against dubious land selling schemes,
high land prices, high interest rates, and difficult purchase terms, so as to
prevent undue hardship and suffering among farm families attempting to
establish

homes

for themselves.

This study was undertaken as an investigation of new settlement in an
area typical of the problems encountered throughout the lower Mississippi River Alluvial Valley. From it have come suggestions for needed
programs of action representing major modifications of existing policies
or the institution of totally new programs. These recommendations have

been developed in constant consultation with the representatives of State

and Federal agricultural agencies, with farm leaders, and with members
of parish and State agricultural planning committees. The success of any
program in the area will, therefore, depend largely on the extent to
which such action is carried out in continued cooperation with the farm
people most directly concerned and with others most likely to know
wherein changes and modifications will bring about a desirable pattern
of land utilization.

represented the Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Staand Dean W. Blackburn served in a
similar capacity for the Bureau of Agricultural Economics. The authors

R.

J. Saville

tion as project leader for this study
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are indebted to B. M. Gile, Professor of Agricultural Economics, Louisiana State University, James H. Marshall, BAE Representative for Louisiana, and C. A. Rose, Parish Agricultural Agent, East Carroll Parish,
for their interest

entire time the study was in
appropriately acknowledged in footnotes

and guidance during the

Other assistance
throughout the text.

progress.

is

This study was completed and a few mimeographed copies reproduced
in July, 1940. Part II of the mimeographed edition contains considerable statistical data, maps, and photographs not reproduced in this bulletin, but which are available for reference purposes in the libraries of the
Louisiana State University and the Bureau of Agricultural Economics.
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NEW SETTLEMENT PROBLEMS

THE
NORTHEASTERN LOUISIANA DELTA

By Phillip

E. Jones, Instructor, Louisiana State University,

IN

and John

E.

Mason and

Joseph T. Elvove, Associate Agricultural Economists, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, U, S. Department of Agriculture.

INTRODUCTION
Thousands o£

acres of fertile, cutover, poorly drained lands in the al-

and developed for
farming purposes by low income farmers from the hills of Arkansas,
Louisiana, and Mississippi and by sharecroppers and tenants from nearby
plantations. These pioneers are carving out their homes in a wilderness
very similar to that which challenged their forefathers, but the present
settlers are faced with additional social and economic difficulties which
the rest of the Nation has struggled with during the depression. The
frontiers may be gone, but certain termendously valuable areas in the
alluvial valley of the lower Mississippi River remain to be opened and
fully developed for the use of man.
luvial areas of northeastern Louisiana are being settled

The purpose

of the Northeastern Louisiana Delta study

is

to appraise

and agricultural development in an area where new settlement is proceeding at a relatively rapid rate, and to determine the
physical and economic feasibility of further development as a basis for
recommending desirable public policy relating to such settlement and development. The procedure involves: (1) considering the physical and economic feasibility of draining the undeveloped lands; (2) considering the
hazards, the necessary outlays, and the amount of capital required or
advisable to insure reasonable chances of success from the standpoint of
the farm family contemplating purchase and settlement on unimproved
land; (3) comparing the market price of unimproved land plus the probable costs of development with the price of similar grades of improved
land; (4) analyzing the data obtained directly from the new farmers on
lease or purchase arrangements, difficulties encountered under the contract, progress in clearing and developing the land, cost of clearing the
land and erecting the house, barn, fences, and other improvements, source
past settlement

5

and amount

of credit, teniue history,

and

several factors indicating the level

of living;

(5)

estimating the past

and prospective future costs for
public facilities and services incident to settlement and development;

(6)

considering the legal

aspects involved in the leasing

and purchasing arrangements;
and (7) considering measures

which would be useful

in the

sound development of the land
resources in the Delta.

This report describes the cutover areas of the Northeastern
Louisiana Delta from a physical
and historical standpoint, discusses the principal economic
and social problems encountered
by the new settlers, and offers
recommendations of policy for
the consideration of local. State,
and Federal go^'ernmental agencies, private land development
promoters, as well as prospective

purchasers.

The

location of the three Delta parishes selected as representative of
is shown in Figure 1, which also indicates the setting with

the problems

regard to several large urban centers.

HISTORICAL

AND PHYSICAL SETTING

Although the first annual report (1917) of the Louisiana Tax Commission (then Board of State Affairs) classifies nearly one-half (458,753
acres) of the area as land having a merchantable stand of hardwood
timber, today only 132,945 acres remain (Table 1). No attempt is being made at reforestation, and the lumber companies are no longer interested in retaining land that has ceased to yield an income; consequently,
they are disposing of these cutover lands as rapidly as possible. During
the past ten years approximately 1,500 families have entered the strip of

undeveloped land which extends for a distance of about 100 miles south
from the Arkansas-Louisiana line across East Carroll, Madison, and Tensas parishes. The new settlers have cleared approximately 37,500 of the
67,500 acres they are trying to develop. More than 300,000 acres of fertile
land in East Carroll, Madison, and Tensas parishes can be economically
drained and developed for settlement.
6

TABLE

in Hardwood Timber, East Carroll, Madison
AND Tensas Parishes, 1917-19391

Land

1.

Year

East Carroll

Madison

Tensas

Total

1,000 acres

1,000 acres

1,000 acres

1,000 acres

57
61
63
64
52
48
45

221
204
198
202

41

172

1917
1919
1920
1921
1029
1923
1^24

K'25
1928
1927
1928
1929

.

•

1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939

148

22

141

178
181

162

21

153

21

124

61

21

121

19

117
117

73
72
60

120

81

14

115

3

113
113

80
78
54
50
49
47

1

ol the

461

21

191

32

2

Annual reports

459

196
175

147
140
128
97
85
82
58
106
100

19
20

^

181

96
95
86

436
412

383
354
326
298
276
233
276
263
206
215
208
196
221
209
194
168
148
144
133

Louisiana Tax Commission.

* Less than 500 acres.

Although Indians and a few Spanish settlers had cleared some of the
high lands of the Delta prior to 1820, it was not until about this date or
shortly therafter that more permanent settlers arrived, largely from Kentucky and Tennessee, and the states farther east. About 1840, settlers
began to arrive in larger numbers, and for a period of 20 years agriculture
apparently prospered.^ According to the authors of the soil survey report
of 1909,2 agricultural development between 1856 and the date of the survey had been slow owing to occasional almost complete crop failures,
overflows, trouble in securing satisfactory labor and new settlers, one-crop

farming system, and lack of proper drainage.
It has been generally reported, and evidence such as old graveyards,
brick cisterns, ruins of antebellum plantation houses overgrown with
second-growth timber, and slave levees supports the contention, that some
ar. Followof the area now being cleared was farmed prior to the Civil
ing the war and the liberation of the slaves, many of whom went north
and to other sections of the country, thousands of acres of rich plantation
lands were abandoned and the land returned to forest growth. When
the railroads were built, there was some shift of cotton production from

W

iWorthen,

E. L.,

Parishes, Louisiana.
2

and Belden, H. L.,
Bureau of Soils, U.

Survey of East Carroll and West Carroll
Department of Agriculture, 1909, p. 9.

Soil
S.

Ibid.
7

along the bayou banks to the vicinity of the railroads, which were generally constructed
after 1900, in

on the "front lands" of the

tracts of the

well as virgin timber lands fell
who kept it for a long period solely for the timber.

ature of one
timber.

We

Shortly

Mississippi River.

abandoned lands as
into the possession of lumber companies

one way or another, large

company

The

advertising

are not in the

liter-

for its
"The land was purchased
land business, and now that the timber has

states that:

.

.

.

been removed, we are practically letting you 'name your own terms' in
order to have this property settled by good farmers."
It so happened that the lumber companies completed their lumbering
activities on much of this land at about the beginning of the depression
of the early thirties and started at
once disposing of it. This coincided
with a movement of people forced
by drought and the depression
from their homes in the hills of
Louisiana, Arkansas, and Mississippi.

Some

of

the

hill

people

came into the Delta to pick cotton,
found yields two or three times as
great as in the

hills,

decided to

stay,

and reported the possibilities to
their relatives and friends back

home. Beginning about 1930,
speeding up somewhat in 1932, and
then reaching a climax in 1937 and
1938 (Figure 2) farm development
has taken place in the cutover lands
in the western part of East Carroll,
Madison, and Tensas parishes (and
,

Figure 2. Number of New Farms in East
Carroll, Madison, and Tensas Parishes,
Louisiana, by Years, 1935-1940.

in other parishes in the Delta not

under consideration here)

.

A

total

of 266 new applications for cotton
acreage allotments for 1940 were filed in these three parishes.
Three-fourths of the 53,242 inhabitants of the three-parish area were
classified by the Census of 1940 as rural farm. Although only 25 per cent
of the rural farm population in 1930 was white, new settlement during
the past decade has increased the proportion of white families noticeably.
colored rural families at present are mainly sharecroppers on cotton

The

plantations, although in the recent settlement that has occurred in the

area three or four communities of colored families have made an effort
to buy and pay for small acreages to be used for farming purposes. It is
estimated that three-fourths of the new settlers are white and that the

remainder are colored.
forming definite communities, but in a few
homes indiscriminately, without
problem of settlement by races is taken care of to

Generally, each race

is

places the two races are selecting their

regard to color.

The

8

some extent by the vendors of land when they decide to sell certain
and certain other blocks to negroes. Largely because the
negroes are more willing to accept the less desirable locations, their settlements are usually on the most inaccessible, poorly drained lands that
blocks to whites

have been brought into farms, despite the fact that they pay just as much
for their land as do the white people who are given the more favorable
locations. According to an agent for one company, good white farmers
would not have purchased the inaccessible, poorly drained lands at the
prices the negroes paid. This development may create difficulties in the
provision of efficient and economic schools, especially in cases where 5 or
6 negro families are grouped together several miles from an existing
school for their race.

Topography and Drainage

The

Potentialities

three parishes contain 1,702 square miles of

intersected by

numerous swamps,

lakes,

flat,

alluvial lands

and bayous. Tensas River and

Bayou Macon, old overflow channels of the Mississippi River, together
with a network of small bayous, form the natural drains for the area.
The water from Bayou Macon and Tensas River finally finds its way to
the Mississippi River through the Black and the Red rivers. During
flood times much alluvium from the soil-laden waters settled near the
streams, while a lesser amount was deposited farther back, thereby creating low ridges or front lands 2 to 12 feet higher than the surrounding
land; therefore, surface waters now flow away from the streams and collect in basin-like areas some distance from the bayous. Because of higher

and lighter soil texture the best drained lands are generally
the narrow strips along the bayou banks. Many of the narrow strips
average approximately one-fourth mile in width and have an elevation
elevation

above sea level of from 85 to 90 feet, while the basin-like areas one-half
mile or more from the bayous have an elevation of only 75 to 80 feet in
their lowest places.

Inadequate drainage is the limiting physical factor in the development
of this large area of cutover fertile land. The county agents of the three
parishes studied assert that poor drainage is one of their major problems.
Fully one-half of the potential agricultural land in the three-parish area
is insufficiently drained at present to allow successful agricultural devel-

opment, and practically all of the remainder would be greatly improved by better drainage. The water table is found within a few feet of
the surface during much of the year, and in many areas it is practically
at the surface throughout the winter and spring months. At the time of
the field enumeration for this study the farmers pointed out parts of
fields, entire fields, and in some cases nearly complete farm units on
which water stands for weeks or even months in the winter and spring.
This standing water is usually the result of ordinary rainfall, but in some
instances, it is due to local bayou overflows.
Records obtained from 100 new-ground farmers in East Carroll Parish
9

that less than one-half of the cleared land is adequately drained for
cent floods seacrops, that 55 per cent needs drainage, and that 23 per
to drain
impractical
this
is
sonally from local streams; yet none of
and
problems,
outlet
and
drainage
surface
both
Settlers report
(Table

show

2)

.

TABLE

2

—Present Drainage Conditions on New Land Farms, by Race
1939i
OF Operator, Northeastern Louisiana Delta,

Drainage condition

Adequately drained
Cleared
Uncleared
Drainage should be intiproved
Cleared
Uncleared
Impractical to drain

Cleared
Uncleared

Floods seasonally
Cleared
Uncleared
1

roll

Data

in all tables not otherwise identified

were obtained trom 100 new-ground farmers in East Car-

Parish.

independently.
only one-third of them think they could drain their lands
is to plow
drainage
of
way
the
in
do
can
About all that an individual
because of
problem
difficult
a
is
This
fields.
the
water furrows through
cannot constumps. When the water reaches the woods, the individual
does not
he
and
work,
struct a ditch, since he has no facilities for such
Approxichannel.
drainage
own the land all of the way to the main
other permately two-thirds of the settlers complain of water from some
that they buy
fact
the
to
due
Largely
theirs.
upon
son's land draining
of
poorly drained land, the negroes have a higher proportion
the

more

land which needs draining.

Parish and
acres, or

At present there are five drainage districts in East Carroll
180,000
two in Tensas Parish, covering a total of approximately

extend
land area. Some of these districts are in or
apparare
new settlers
into the areas now being settled; nevertheless, the
One
works.
drainage
ently receiving little benefit, if any, from existing
no
or
little
have
settlers
main reason for this seems to be that the new
lateral
adequate
get
cannot
consequently,
or equipment and,
16.5 per cent of the

capital

ditches through the woods to canals or streams.
The authors of the soil survey^ of East Carroll
ishes

wrote in 1909:

Worthen,

E. L.,

and Belden, H.

L., op. a7., p. 4.
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and West Carroll

par-

The thorough drainage of the extensive areas of so-called "swamp," which inwould require too large an outlay to
cludes practically all of the Sharkey Clay
be met by private means, and such a project will very likely have to be carried
out by some corporation or through government aid. There are numerous natural
drainage ways to be found throughout these low areas, but they must be broadened
and deepened, and in some cases straightened, before they will be able to carry
.

.

.

water from the area through which they will flow.

The

although not subject to backwater hazards, has been subject
from overflow since the beginning of recorded history. Because
the levees were allowed to fall into disrepair during the Civil War period,
the floods of 1862 and 1865 did great damage to the levee system. Economic prostration precluded effective repair by local interests, and no
appropriations were made for levee construction by the Federal governarea,

to floods

ment.*

The

Civil

War

liberated the negroes; this in turn resulted in the

abandonment of the lowlands. In
often enough to prevent settlement

the following years floods occurred

The flood in the spring
of 1927 almost caused the failure of a land development company composed of northern white people attempting to open about 5,000 acres of
of the area.

cutover land in East Carroll Parish; it so discouraged them that a large
majority left the colony in that, their second year, never to return.

The

area was

protected against Mississippi River overflow by loMore protective levees were built by groups of
landowners from time to time with some Federal aid, but finally in 1928
Congress authorized the completion of a comprehensive plan by the
Federal government. The disastrous overflows of the Mississippi River
first

cally constructed levees.

now been reduced or possibly eliminated through the enlargement
of the Mississippi River levee system and the development of several cutoffs; however, before settlement of the area can take place under the
most favorable conditions, the land must be drained.

have

The special drainage survey made as a part of this study indicates that
approximately 90 per cent of the area can be successfully drained at a
reasonable cost.^ This survey was necessarily too generalized to map the
specific areas which cannot be drained, owing to the fact that such areas
exist as small "pockets" scattered throughout the three parishes. Primary
and secondary drainage for 80 per cent of the undeveloped lands can be
provided at a cost of $7 to $8 per acre (Table 3) An additional 10 per
cent can be profitably drained but at somewhat higher cost.
The Tensas River is the natural drainage channel for the area; therefore, the water surface elevation of this stream at the different places of
inflow is the elevation that governs the drainage possibilities of the natural tributaries or of ditches that may be excavated. Actual gage records
.

4 Elliot, D. O. The Improvement of the Lower Mississippi River for Flood Control
and Navigation, Vol. 1, p. 11, U. S. Waterways Experiment Station, War Department,
Vicksburg, May, 1932.
5

The information in the following paragraphs is based upon the special drainage
made by L. R. Parmelee, Civil Engineer, cooperatively employed by the Louis-

survey

iana Agricultural Experiment Station and Bureau of Agricultural Economics.
the technical phases of the report are omitted from this bulletin.
11

Most of

TABLE

Estimated Cost per Acre of a Drainage System for East
Carroll, Madison, and Tensas Parishes, Louisianai

3.

Madison

Tensas

Dollars

Dollars

Dollars

2.23
22
1.47

2.13

2.60

East

IlEM

Carroll

Primary channels
.22

.27

1.41

1.72

2.40

2.40

2.40

.63

.62

.70

fi Qc:
D
yo

6 78

7 69

.28

.27

.31

.10

.10

.10

Secondary ditches

.

Annual

^

cost per acre for construction, administration, financing.

These data are trom the special drainage survey referred to in the text and are based upon the asumpsystem is to be constructed, covering East Carroll, Madison, and Tensas parishes.

tion that a unified

the Tensas River are limited to one gaging station and to a period of
four years. This information, together with other data supplied by the
U. S. Engineers and the Louisiana Board of State Engineers, indicates that
the Tensas River is an adequate channel for draining the area. It can be
conservatively stated that retarded flow in the branch channels by reason
of excess water in the Tensas River will occur not oftener than once in

on

and this would be only in the southern part of Tensas Parish.
improve the carrying capacity of Tensas River the following work
will be required: (1) clear the channel of all growth, drift, and debris
within the flow section; (2) exca\'ate cut-offs which would increase
five years,

To

thereby velocities, and consequently discharge at lower stages;
and (3) dredge the channel, giving proper consideration to the section
in respect to the hydraulic radius. It is estimated that the carrying capacity of the Tensas River can be increased from 15 to 25 per cent by
clearing the channel and bank of trees, bushes, debris, and other impediments to flow, and by the removal of bars. The existing system in East
Carroll Parish ^vill be greatly benefitted by clearing and re-excavating
slopes,

at least as far south as the north boundary of Madison
Clearing the channel in Madison and Tensas parishes is also
advisable. The calculations to determine the cost of adequate drainage
provide for this work on the Tensas.
Data assembled for the drainage report indicate that the total cost of
constructing, administering, and financing of primary and secondary

Tensas Bayou
Parish.

drainage will amount to $484,849, or $6.95 per acre, in East Carroll Parish, $762,542, or $6.78 per acre, in Madison Parish and $869,827, or $7.69
per acre, in Tensas Parish for the areas requiring drainage. The total
annual cost per acre for the life of 25-year bonds will be 27.8 cents in
East Carroll, 27.1 cents in Madison, and 30.8 cents in Tensas; however,
12

bond

issue, the base of the assessments would necessarily be
than these figures in order to make up for delinquencies.
The cost of clearing the Tensas River in Madison and Tensas parishes
is prorated to these parishes on the basis of their respective acreages, and
East Carroll Parish is charged with clearing and excavating Tensas
Bayou as far south as the north boundary of Madison Parish.
The drainage cost figures given above do not include the cost of farm
drainage, which is estimated to range from one to two dollars per acre,
depending upon the individual farmer and local conditions. The figures do include, however, the cost of secondary ditches. The primary
system is designed so that a minimum number of secondary ditches will
border or cross every section of land.
Inasmuch as the Tensas River will be the backbone of any drainage
enterprise that may be inaugurated, the most logical organization would
include the three parishes as a unit. By such an organization, an integrated and unified plan could be developed, assessments could be better
equalized, administration costs would be lower, and maintenance of the
system could be handled much more efficiently. The cost data in this report have been calculated on the assumption that any drainage enterprise will be organized for the area as a whole.

in the case of a

slightly higher

Soils

A

survey was made of East Carroll and West Carroll parishes in
1908, and in 1936 a generalized soil survey was made of the area for the
proposed Eudora Floodway, the section where much new settlement has
taken place since 1930.
soil

The soils of the area are entirely of alluvial origin, and include the
following important types: Sharkey clay, Wabash clay, Tensas clay,
Yazoo loam, and Yazoo fine sandy loam. The coarser soils are distributed
along the rivers and streams, while the finer soils are found in the lower
areas

away from the

streams.

The

general

soils

condition

may be

de-

scribed as follows:

The natural levees bordering the bayous have the higher elevations and usually
have lighter textured surfaces. The heavy textures predominate in the shallow
basins formed by the natural levees along the bayous. There is a gradual increase
in the proportions of the lighter colored

and more poorly drained areas from
north to south and a correlative decrease in elevation, organic content, and
increased acidity. The natural levees along the bayous become less pronounced,
narrower, heavier textured, and the basins become grayer in color, heavier textured, and more poorly drained from north to south.6

Although the soil is not all of a uniformly high quality, there seems to
be no question concerning the fertility of the soil upon which most of the

new

settlers are locating. With reference to the soil in the
undeveloped
areas in East Carroll Parish, the soil surveyors point out that:

This is a very fertile soil and with proper drainage and absolute protection
from inundation it could be made to produce good yields of cotton, corn and rice.7
6

Browning, James W. Factors Affecting Land Values, Eudora Floodway,
Louisiana
S. Department of Agriculture, June 1937. Unpublished,
p. 17.
Worthen, E. L., and Belden, H. L., op cit., p. 20.

Portion, U.
7
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Cotton yields on newly cleared lands in the Delta are generally lower
than on similar lands which have been in cultivation for a few years.
Data obtained from 100 new-ground farmers in East Carroll Parish reveal
365
an average cotton yield per acre for the first year of 340 pounds,
ParMadison
pounds the second year, and 405 pounds the third year. In
yield of 276 pounds
ish, 46 new-ground farmers had an average cotton
in 1939 the yield
but
farms,
their
on
per acre in 1938, the initial year
of 524 pounds
average
an
to
risen
had
farming
still
group
for 43 of the

cotton for the
per acre. In 1939, 75 farmers in Madison Parish planting
average yield of 307 pounds per
first time on newly opened land made an
on these soils may be
acre.8 After a period of 6 or 8 years, cotton yields
and planted fremanaged
carefully
is
expected to decline unless the land
practices
cropping
special
without
use
Continued
quently to cover crops.
unsatisfactory
the
increases
and
nitrogen
available
of
supply
depletes the
Absorption of water
moisture conditions and difficulty of cultivation.
slow, and wet conare
and internal drainage on the heavy textured soils
limit cotton and
season
growing
ditions during the early part of the
adversely. New
corn
affect
on
later
conditions
alfalfa yields, whereas dry
unsatisfactory
because
problems
these
of
aware
not
are usually
settlers

are less noticeand moisture relationship on the heavy-textured soils
tor a
cultivated
been
have
able in the virgin areas than on soils which
regularly
legumes
to
planted
be
few years. The heavy-textured soils must
so low as to be
and plowed deeply to prevent crop yields from going
prospective setand
emphasis,
particular
needs
unprofitable. This fact
difficulties they will entlers should be informed of the management

soil

soils are lost.

counter after the virgin qualities of the

OWNERSHIP AND MANNER OF LAND ACQUISITION
BY NEW SETTLERS
Type

of

Ownership

the Delta
Title to the undeveloped cutover lands in

is

largely in the

one-third of the
hands of nonresident owners (Table 4) Approximately
and
corporations
nonresident
total area of the three parishes is owned by
is outresidence
whose
individuals
by
owned
an additional one-fourth is
located. Some of the undeveloped
side of the parish in which the land is
most of the resident holdlands are owned by residents of the area, but
as plantations. The Federal
ings consist of farm lands being operated
the Delta, developed by the
in
government owns a few tracts of land
projects. The Farm Seresettlement
Farm Security Administration into
purchased large plantations that were already
.

m

curity Administration

lands. In East Carcultivation and thus far has not bought undeveloped
of land, but
sections
a few
roll Parish, the parish school board controls
AdSecurity
Farm
the
of
aside from these small areas and the projects
insignificant.
are
ministration publicly-owned lands
8

Madison Parish data from A.A.A. records.
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TABLE

4.

Type of Land Ownership

in

the Northeastern Louisiana Delta

Total

Type of ow nership

East

i

Madison

Tensas

Per cent

Per cent

4.6
50.3

7.5
31.4

25.1
17.5

32.5
28.5

Carroll

Per cent

Per cent

4.9
35.6

20.4

Corporation
1.3

Individual

45.4
23.1
2.6
7.2

32.8
23.0
1.1

2.6

1

ment

Planimetered from originals of type of ownership maps on

file

.2

2.3

.1

0

at the Louisiana Agricultural Experi-

Station.

Contractual Arrangements

Lumber companies and

others

owning

large tracts of cutover land are

disposing of their holdings at prices ranging from $10 to $75 per acre;
however, most of the land is being sold at from $25 to $40 per acre. The
prospective purchasers, consisting largely of whites from the hills and
negroes from the Delta of Louisiana, Mississippi, and Arkansas, are leasing with an option to purchase or contracting to purchase small units for

being brought into cultivation under at
least three different arrangements. The first one listed below is by far
the most extensive and most important, since more than two-thirds of the
new settlement in the three Delta parishes under consideration in this
The principal
report is taking place under this arrangement (Table 5)

farm home purposes. Land

is

.

arrangements are:
1.

2.

Lease or rent contracts with option to purchase family-sized units,
or purchase contracts with a down payment provision.
Expansion of plantations by using wage hands to clear the land or

by clearing with heavy machinery.
3.

Development of entirely new plantations by hiring the land cleared
for cash, by giving all the crops for two or three years as compensation for clearing, or by some other rental arrangement.

New

Delta acquiring land under a lease or rent contract
with an option to purchase usually make three crops before starting payments. Those entering into purchase contract arrangements make a
down payment of about 10 per cent with another payment due at the
end of the first year. The most liberal payment plan allows the "free use"
during the lease or option period of 3 years with an additional 10 years in
which to pay for the land in annual installments. Emphasis should be
settlers in the

given to the fact that the settlers believe they can establish homes in this
area without a large outlay of cash a hope which is often not realized.
Even though a settler may find making payments as agreed upon impossible and may thus subject himself to repossession after the option period

—
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has elapsed, he

willing to devote long hours to hard labor in order
home for at least the years of the option. Since

is

that he might have a

much

of the land

is

being bought not on the basis of expected farm

in-

come but

partly in satisfaction of a land hunger, the settlers frequently
contract to pay more than the economic returns will justify. Many of

the farmers entering into option-lease agreements do not fully realize at
the time of making the contract that virtually unbearable payments of
principal plus interest and taxes will start at the end of the third year,

and

it is

not until about the second year that this becomes evident to any

number of them.
The contracts of the

large

various land selling agencies differ in detail, but
the following items appear in the lease or purchase contracts:

Legal description of property.

1.

Stipulated price for the land in the event the purchase option

2.

exercised; also including terms for

payment and

is

interest rate.

Agreement by the lessee (or purchaser) to pay interest, taxes, insurance and any expenditure which the lessor (or vendor) may incur
in improving the property.
Agreement by the lessee (or purchaser) to clear a stipulated acre-

3.

4.

age each year.
5.

6.

7.

Retention of
vendor)

all

or part of the mineral rights by the lessor (or

Cancellation clause should any of the provisions be violated by the
lessee (or purchaser)
Agreement by the lessee (or purchaser) to erect buildings and other

improvements which

without charge, become the property of
termination of the lessee's (or pur-

at the

possession.

chaser's)

One

shall,

(or vendor)

the lessor

contract contains the following statement relative to the erection

of buildings

and other improvements:

All of which buildings and improvements shall, immediately upon erection
thereof, belong to and become the property of said lessor corporation, which last
mentioned condition is declared to be one of the chief causes for the execution of
this contract

The

on the part of

said lessor corporation.

.

.

.

following paragraphs from another contract deal with cancellation

of the agreement:
of the essence of this contract, it is especially agreed and underany of said rent notes, and the sums to be paid as rent, be not
promptly paid at maturity, or if the taxes due for any one of the years above
mentioned be not promptly paid, together with all insurance premiums as above,
and any and all sums provided for as rent as above, or if any timber is cut save
for the use of the plantation, or if any promise or covenant entered into herein
is violated in any particular, then this lease, including the option to purchase hereinafter mentioned shall, without notice terminate and cease, and the lessor and
his agents shall be entitled to immediate possession of the leased property, and said

Time being

stood that

if
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lessee shall not

be entitled to any credit on

which the

may

lessor

collect as rent

this

from others

amount by reason

of any

sums

for future years.

of the covenants herein
It is further agreed that if default be made in any
contained, said default or failure upon the part of the lessee is to be considered as
of the State of
a waiver of notice to vacate the premises, as provided by the laws
Louisiana; and the lessee in such event, obligates himself to deliver up and return
order as they had
the said premises and appurtenances unto the lessor in as good
been received by the lessee the usual wear and tear excepted.
hereby
As a further consideration for the granting of this lease and option, it is
nature made by
agreed that all repairs, additions, and improvements of whatever
property
the lessee on the land herein described shall, without charge, become the
whatever manner the
of the lessor at the termination of the lessee's possession, in
same may be brought about.

Although the contracts often contain the specific provisions indicated
vendor)
above, they are not always strictly adhered to by the lessor (or
a settler, one
from
due
amount
the
of
statement
a
enclosing
letter
In a
important lumber company lists four things which are taken into conis fulfilling his
sideration in determining whether or not the purchaser
cultivation
contract, namely, (1) number of acres cleared and placed in
and other improvements made on the property; (2) payments made on
the land; (3) farming program followed by the purchaser; and (4)
general attitude toward the company, neighbors, and the community.
variation exists in the time stipulated in which the new settlers
exercise of
receive deeds. In many cases a deed may be obtained upon
interest,
provided
note,
first
the
of
payment
the purchase option and
is imdeed
the
of
Recording
paid.
been
taxes, and other costs have also

Some

homestead
is done settlers are not eligible for
to the
assessed
be
still
may
land
the
cases
some
exemption. Although
is added
taxes
the
of
amount
the
over,
is
period
option
the
vendor after
upon receipt of
to the vendee's note. One company deeds the property
of the
the first payment, which it has arbitrarily set at $100, regardless
more
usually
size of the farm, although the succeeding payments are
onewhen
given
is
than this amount. In some instances the instrument
others
in
while
paid,
tenth of the total amount originally due has been
been paid. In a few
it is executed when one-half of all sums due have
made.
been
have
payments
all
until
cases the deed is withheld
portant because until this
in

contracts, usually called "rent contracts," provide that one-fourth
shall be sold and the proceeds applied to the purchase price
cotton
the
of
flexibilof the land in lieu of the agreed upon annual installment. Such
of conity in the amount of payments is a desirable feature of this type

Some

tract.

for buildings and receive payment,
in the same manner as they receive
materials
including interest, for such
company sells rough, third-grade
one
least
At
land.
payment for the
with high-quality material.
commensurate
prices
at
settlers
lumber to
White farmers ar^ furnished with lumber less often than are negroes.

Some companies advance lumber
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Nature of Land

One

contract provides that the seller will execute a deed to the buyer

"which deed

made

Titles^

will be of standard Louisiana form/'

but no mention

of the nature of the title that will be conveyed to the buyer.

is

The

does not warrant that he is the owner of the property and able to
convey clear title, except that the contract recites that "the ownership
and title to this land is fully vested" in the seller "during the life of this
contract" and the buyer "acquires neither ownership nor title to this
land by reason of this contract." That could possibly be construed as a
representation to the buyer that the seller owns the land free and clear
of encumbrances, but it was probably not intended as such but rather
as a limitation upon the interest of the buyer, pending the execution and
delivery of a deed to him by the seller.
seller

Another contract provides that the lessor will execute an "act of sale"
he accepts the option. Furthermore, it

to the lessee, in the event that

not fully warrant the title to the
it only against "trouble,
eviction, etc., arising from the acts and promises of the vendor." It is also
recited that the vendee is "fully aware of the character of the vendor's
specifically provides that the lessor shall

property, but,

on the

contrary, shall warrant

and purchases same

at his risks and peril." Moreover, the vendee
claim to restitution of the price he has paid in case of trouble
or eviction, except such as may be caused by the vendor."
title

"waives

all

would, therefore, be desirable in contracts of this kind to recite that
title to the land and that he agrees to convey a fee simple
title to the seller, free and clear of encumbrances. Even so, a prudent
buyer would not rely solely upon such representations in a contract, for,
if it should happen that the seller did not have title to the land and
could not comply with his contract after the buyer had met all of his obligations under the contract and had paid the entire purchase price, there
would be slight remedy for the buyer if the seller were insolvent or irresponsible. Consequently, a prudent buyer would have the title searched
before entering into the contract and making his payments. This indicates the need for a plan to provide legal assistance to new settlers in
checking titles to the land they propose to buy, or a plan of title insurance similar to that now used by the Farm Security Administration in
its tenant purchase program.
It

the seller has

Land Development by Large Operators

A portion of the land is being developed by other than farm families
intending to purchase. For example, several plantation operators are
adding new land to their farms and using wage hands for clearing operations. At least one large operator is clearing land by mechanical means,
while a few owners of cutover tracts are getting their lands cleared by
9 This discussion is based upon a memorandum prepared especially for this study
the Office of the Solicitor, United States Department of Agriculture.
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by

years as
done for cash, by giving all the crop for two or three
In such
agreement.
compensation for clearing, or by some other rental
the
land,
the
buy
to
instances, except where the settler is attempting
rather
landowner
the
by
for
paid
houses and other improvements are
than by the persons engaged in clearing the land.
expanding into the
large plantations in East Carroll Parish are

hiring

it

Five
developed entirely
cutover lands, and six small plantations are being
plantation group
old
the
years
two
past
the
from new ground. During
of new land; the
acres
1,500
approximately
cultivation
has brought into
in cultivation, of which 639
six new plantations have placed 1,749 acres
17,000 acres which have
acres are in cotton. Thus, 22 per cent of the

were brought into
been cleared in East Carroll Parish in the past 10 years
cultivation by large operators.
show that farmers
In East Carroll Parish, data from the A.A.A. records
planting cotton for the

first

time expect to cultivate 733 acres for their

to clear an additional
crop in 1940, that
established for more
749 acres, and that the remaining small farms (those
acreage for 1940.
than one year) added about 900 acres to their cleared
not responsible
is
farmer
This shows clearly that the small, new-ground
necessarily be
must
which
allotment
for all of the reduction in cotton
into cultivabrought
is
land
new
as
producers
made on the farms of old
cultivated
increase
the
of
cent
per
32.7
year
particular
tion. In this

those on old plantations expect

m

land was made by large plantations.
Administration for
Data supplied by the Agricultural Adjustment
acres were cleared,
Madison Parish show that for 1938-40, inclusive, 5,310
cultivation by
into
brought
of which 1,266 acres, or 23.8 per cent, were
established
been
not
have
existing plantations. Entirely new plantations
about
have
plantations
old
but
Parish,
Madison

in the cutover area of
will be done
reached their limit for expansion, and further development
When
plantations.
new
of
establishment
the
by
by the small operator or
bring
seldom
they
land,
new
additional
clear
owners
old plantation
family
more families but rather increase the cultivated acreage of each

m

already on the place.

Tenure Status

of

New Settlers

on the new
Available data indicate that 70 per cent of the families
cent are
per
18.1
farm,
a
purchase
to
lands in the Delta are attempting
hands
wage
are
cent
per
5.4
and
renters,
are
cent
croppers, 6.5 per
the new
on
mainly
located
are
hands
wage
and
croppers
The
(Table 5)
small new-ground
plantations, although a few are to be found on the
40- or 80-acre
farms. There seems to be a tendency for the purchasers of
fact, approxIn
or
two.
year
a
bring in a renter or cropper after
.

tracts to

croppers,
imately 1 out of 5 of the purchasers have one or more renters,
Parish
Madison
part
of
southwestern
the
In
farms.
or hired men on their
operated
being
land
tracts
of
small
several
are
there
Parish
and in Tensas
by tenants whose landlords live in Franklin Parish.
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TABLE
IN

5.
Tenure Classification of New Settlers
THE Northeastern Louisiana Delta, 1939

Tenure Group

East

Total

Madison2

Tensas3

Per cent

Per cent

Per cent

67.0
4.7
23.6
4.7

74.4
8.6
11.7
5.3

72.7
9.1
9.1
9.1

70.0
6.5

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Carrolli

Cropper

Total
^

,

Tabulated by the authors in collaboration with the parish A. A. A.

officials

Per

cent

18.1

5.4

and the parish F.

S.

A.

supervisor.
^

Tabulated by the author?

^

From unpublished data on

The

in collaboration
file

renters, croppers,

with the county agent.
Department, Louisiana State University.

in the Sociology

and wage hands who do not intend

to

purchase

many serious problems as the settlers who are
attempting to pay for land. They do not have to worry about making
enough money to make their annual payments, nor are they concerned

are not confronted with as

about the cost of establishing improvements. Although the problems of
this group are serious enough, the major problems relative to directing
settlement in the area are those concerning the settler who is attempting
to

buy land.

Land

Prices, Interest,

and Amount

of

Payments

Settlers are attempting to purchase an average tract 44 acres in size
and are agreeing to pay for this land at the rate of $27.77 per acre.
AVhereas the amount of land bought and the price paid per acre of land
are practically the same for white and colored farmers, there may be con-

siderable variation in the quality of land sold to the different races.

The amount
as the price

of land which the settlers are attempting to buy, as well
agreed upon per acre, varies with the type of contract into

When a down payment is made on the purchase price,
termed a "purchase contract"; when no down payment is
made and when the settler is given a period of years, usually three, during
which he can remain on the farm without making a payment, he is said
to have entered into an "option-lease contract." A majority of the contracts are of the option-lease type, but the current trend seems to be toward purchase contracts. White farmers with purchase contracts are attempting to buy 55 acres of land at an average price of $22.33 per acre as
compared with 43 acres at an average price of $29.32 per acre for white
farmers with option-lease contracts. The same condition is true in the
case of colored farmers; that is, the settlers with option-lease contracts are
buying less land but are paying a higher price per acre for it than the
settlers with purchase contracts.
which they

enter.

the contract

is
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several reasons why the prices paid per acre by settlers with
are above those paid by farmers with purchase concontracts
option-lease
period of payment
tracts. One of the most important reasons is that the

There are

with the former contract exceeds the latter by approximately 3 years. In
addition to these 3 years there is usually an initial 3-year period during
which no payments are made. Another reason is that the down payment
of from 1 100 to $200 to the vendor means cash to him at the time of
occupancy, whereas the fact that no down payment is made under an
option-lease contract until 3 years have elapsed makes it necessary to
finance the entire purchase price over a longer period of time. Also, the
has an option-lease contract does not necessarily mean
that he will buy the land after all or part of the option period has
elapsed, whereas one who has entered into a purchase agreement is very
likely to make a greater effort to remain on the farm. This element of
uncertainty with regard to option-lease holders is a factor contributing to
fact that a

man

the higher prices per acre paid under this system. Finally, those potential
owners who are able to make down payments are probably the better
bargainers of the two groups and are able to get lower prices.
Both white and colored settlers have a very short period of time in
to pay for their farms, the average length of payment period
10 years from date of acceptance of the option
approximately
being
(Table 6) This means that the settlers agree to pay oft an average purchase price of about 1 1,200 at 6 per cent interest in 10 years in addition
to building a house and barn and establishing improvements as well as
meeting other necessary costs in connection with clearing land, growing

which

.

and maintaining their families. Most of the settlers hope to accomplish this feat by using only the money received from products taken
off the land which they are contracting to buy. There is considerable
question as to whether or not the farmers can ever pay for their farms
out of the produce from the land, especially in view of the purchase
prices, and the short length of time given them under existing contractual arrangements. At least 20 or 25 years would probably be recrops,

quired by the settlers to make the necessary payments.
The farmers paid 5 to 8 per cent interest on their land notes, the averSettlers with option-lease contracts
age rate being 6 per cent (Table 6)
paid higher rates of interest by almost 1 per cent than did those with
purchase contracts, principally because of the higher degree of risk attached to the former type of arrangement. As has been pointed out
previously, interest is often paid on such items as lumber furnished by
.

the vendor for construction of improvements,

and

taxes

which the ven-

dee fails to pay and which the vendor pays, in addition to interest on the
purchase price of the land. It will be noted that the rate of interest on
this long-term credit for purchase purposes is above the short-term rate
of interest offered by the Farm Security Administration. If the settlers
are expected to succeed in paying for their land, arrangements must be
made to provide them with a much lower rate of interest as well as a
21

TABLE

Terms of Farm Acquisition for New Land

6.

Settlers, by Race,

Northeastern Louisiana Delta, 1939

Settler groups by race

Item

Average
per tarm

Land bought (acres)
Purchase price (dollars).
Outstanding balance

(dollars) ....

Terms of payment
Amount per year

(dollars).

.

45
1,253
223
1,170
155
9.3
6.4

.

Interest rate (per cent)

Amount agreed

to

pay

Dollars

193
190

184
180
173

No. of
farms

Average
per farm

43
1,181
291
1 147

58
56
13
53

,

125
10.2
5.5

44
50
53

No.
39
39
39
38
39

All settlers

Colored settlers

White settlers

Dollars

239
178
167
165
159

No. of
farms

Average
all settlers

Total No.
of farms

42
42
4
41

44
1,222
239
i ioU

100
98
17

38
39
42

141

82
89
95

No.
39
39
39
38
38

,

9.7
6.0
Dollars

216
184
176
172
166

No.
78
78
78
76
77

reduction in the price per acre for land and a lengthening of the time for
completing payment.
Settlers agree to pay an average of slightly over $200 the first year in
which a payment falls due, but because of the fact that interest is paid on
smaller amounts each year, the payment due the fifth year has decreased
until it is only $166 (Table 6). Even though some companies do follow the procedure of dividing the payments into 10 installments of equal
amount, this is not the usual course of action. Settlers who agree to pay

very high prices per acre of land ($40 per acre) experience great difficulty in meeting the annual payments as they come due. Since the annual
payments are sufficiently small when the land is priced at from $10 to
$20 per acre, the settlers are, of course, more likely to make the payments

agreed upon than they are

when

the price

is

too high.

The value of the cutover woodland for a portion of the Northeastern
Louisiana Delta, as determined from actual appraisals made by appraisers of the United States Department of Agriculture for approximately
600 tracts of land in the proposed Eudora Floodway, shows that a large
part of the area was appraised at less than $8 per acre; thousands of acres
were evaluated at $4 per acre, and available information indicates that

from $4 to
better
generally
higher
evaluations
are
with
the
areas
The
acre.
per
$10
drained naturally and contain lighter textured soils which have been deposited in greater quantities near the stream banks.
The discussion relative to amount of payments has been entirely about
large acreages can be purchased in blocks at prices ranging
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payments which the settlers are due to make and not those which they
average of only
actually make. Since the settlers have been in the area an
contracts
4 years and since no payments were due under the option-lease
statistically
demonstrate
in any of the first 3 years, it is rather difficult to
whether or not these farmers as a whole are keeping up with their payfarmers
ments. However, many individual cases can be cited in which

who have been on

the land for several years are experiencing great

diffi-

making the payments agreed upon. Because of poor drainage
part^
or other hazards a settler often makes only enough to pay taxes and
culty in

of the interest, leaving the principal practically undiminished. The
payment due the following year is the total due that year plus any unpaid
amount that was previously due, thus making an extremely large sum due

or

all

have been
in that particular year. It is not unusual to find settlers who
the
all of their annual payments for so many years that
amount currently due is over $1,000. It is, of course, impossible for such
unable to make

pay that amount out of their receipts from the sale of cotton
produced on their tracts. Realizing this fact, one land company is now
planning to refinance its clients and to spread the payments out over a
price
longer period of time, but will require the same rate of interest and
settlers to

of land

from the

settlers.

Repossession and Resale
the land vendors have a legal right to repossess the property
many of their clients when they fail to make their payments,
by
occupied
that they
this procedure is not usually followed. Instead, the settlers feel
initiative.
are so overburdened with debt that they leave on their own
Sometimes a settler will sell his equity in the farm to another prospective
buyer for a few dollars, provided the vendor gives his consent, and this
second settler takes up the original contract. In the event the settler finds
no one to whom he can sell his equity, it becomes the duty of the land
sales department to get another settler who will attempt to clear and pay

Akhough

This may take place as many as three or four times before
found who is successful in remaining on the land. Such has
been the history of land-clearing operations in the United States. In instances where a settler sells his equity in the farm, he usually has built
a house and barn at his own labor expense, as well as expended considerable effort in clearing several acres of land, yet he considers himself
fortunate if he gets $50 to $75 compensation from the incoming settler
for such improvements. Unless the outgoing settler finds someone to buy
out his equity, the land vendors feel that they should not compensate
him at all, since he has had the free use of the land for the time he has
been there. It is true that in some cases the settler may have made several payments and then been forced to relinquish his claim with little or
no compensation, but this is the exception rather than the rule. Almost

for the land.

a settler

all

is

of the settlers

of the

who

leave have paid only a very small portion, if any,
to pay. Should the vendors of

amount which they were supposed
23

land wish to carry out the provisions of the contract to the letter, however, land of many settlers could be repossessed, even though the settlers

had paid quite a considerable portion of the principal.
Whenever a land company "resells" a tract of land two or three times,
it is able to increase the price each time because the improvements placed
there by the previous settler add to its value. In one instance a tract of
land covering approximately 3 sections had been nearly all sold in small
units, and within a period of 3 years improvements valued at $10,000
had been made. Although the company had received very little money,
the land was being cleared and otherwise improved and the company
was relieved from paying taxes on most of the acreage. Since it is obvious
that farm land is worth more after it has been cleared and buildings
placed upon it, it appears rather unfair to the first settler for the vendor
to receive all the benefit from increments in value due largely to the
settler's effort. A more equitable arrangement would be a contractual
provision for the vendor to compensate the vendee for unexhausted improvements and for the vendee to pay the vendor for any depreciation
due to negligence the amount to be determined by an arbitration

—

committee, one
parties

and a

member

of

third by the

which
two

first

is

selected

by each of the contracting

selected.

Cost of and Value Added by Clearing and Improvements
According to the terms of the contracts, the settlers are supposed to
an average of 5 acres per year during the first three years; however,
the actual acreage cleared each year usually exceeds 5 acres. The settlers
estimate the average total clearing cost per acre to be $17, of which $1 is
spent for tree poison and $2 for other cash costs, the remaining $14 beclear

—

ing non-cash costs ^largely labor. Since the settlers actually clear 9 acres
during the first year on the farm, their total clearing costs per farm for
the first year are $153, of which amount $27 is cash. The settlers have
cleared 25 acres per farm at a total cost of $415 and a cash cost of $75.
Interviews with 100 farmers indicate that 83 constructed dwellings at
an average cash cost of $138 per house; 69 built barns costing $21 each
and provided wells costing $18 each. The fact that negroes expend less
cash on their buildings than do the whites is reflected directly in the
comparatively lower quality improvements possessed by the negroes. The
cost figures cited in Table 7 are costs which the settler has to pay either
at the time of construction or at a later date through some credit ar-

rangement.

The

settlers

tract for tracts

come into the area with very little cash and usually conon which there have been no fencing, no land cleared, and

no improvements established. Because the land was previously occupied
by settlers who failed in their attempt to buy it, 15 per cent of the farms
have a house and a few acres of cleared land. Only 1 negro out of 20
enters a place on which some improvements have been made previously,
whereas

1

white farmer out of every 5 contracts for such a farm. Usually
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TABLE

7.

Cash Costs of Improvements for New Settlers, by Race,
Northeastern Louisiana Delta, 1939

Settler groups by race

White settlers

Item

Cash cxsts of improvements
House

Number

Average

Number

Average

Total

cost

of

cost

of

cost all

number

per farm

farms

per farm

farms

settlers

of farms

Dollars

Number

Dollars

Number

Dollars

Number

30
4
233
9
20

Well

All settlers

Average

163

Tenant houses
Other houses

Colored settlers

46
36
10

107
12
5
102

12

5

39

15

11

37
33
12

5
5
30

138
21
5
189
8

83
69
23

18

69

15
17

purchase more land has been cleared and more improvements have been established on the large tracts than on the small.
at the time of

One out of every 2 of the new settlers was virtually without cash when
he entered on the cutover land, and of those reporting cash at the time
of purchase, the average was only |162. Since the settler must build a
house and often has to purchase work stock or other livestock, even the
small amount of cash owned by half of the settlers does not admit of
much working capital with which to make a crop the initial year, or to
provide the bare necessities of life for the settler and his family. A setchances for success would be greatly enhanced if, before attempting
purchase of the land, he had a sufficient amount of money to meet the
cash costs involved in establishing improvements, clearing the land, making the initial crop, and providing adequate food and clothing for himself and his family during the first year on the farm. He should also
tler's

have adequate numbers of work stock and other livestock, as well as the
necessary tools and equipment. Because of the inability of the settler to
make money elsewhere, it would be futile to recommend that he have in
his possession the necessary amount of money for these purposes when he
enters into a contract. Although the possession of cash at the time of
purchase would be desirable, it seems that a more practical way of directing settlement would be to devise a system of liberal credit during
the initial years.

The argument might

be advanced that, since the vendor is furnishing
is a liability. It is true that

the land, as long as the settler fails to pay, he

vendor gets as pay for the land only
done and the improvements that are established;
on the part of the settler add very materially to the

in the case of option-lease contracts a

the clearing

which

is

however, these acts
value of the land to the vendor. After the 3 years have elapsed, the vendor receives interest on his investment at a liberal interest rate, gets the
25

and has more land cleared even though he may receive no
improved
part of the principal. In this way a vendor of land has his land
portion
greater
the
owns
at very little cost to him and at the same time
prices
at
it
resell
and
land
the
repossess
of the equity, namely, the right to
taxes paid,

above those paid for cutover lands now at his disposal.
Although the value of the property which the settler is attempting to
buy has increased considerably and although the settler has experienced
setgain in net worth— all of which will accrue to the land vendor if the
at
it
was
than
in
more
1939
was
the operator's indebtedness
tler fails
in
increase
cent
of
the
per
|868
Ninety
the time of purchase (Table 8)
far

—

.

TABLE

8.

Inventory Changes for New Land Settlers, Northeastern
Louisiana Delta, by Race, from Date of
Purchase to September, 1939
Settler groups by race

Item

White

Colored

settlers

settlers

Average of

Average ot

58 reporting

42 reporting

100 reporting

45
3.9

42
3.7

Average

Acreage in farm
Years on farm.

Amount

Amount

.

Acres

Acres

in cultivation

At purchase
1939

of

4

1

25

22

.

ot fencing

.07

At purchase

7.2

1939

Value land and buildings
At purchase
1939
Value buildings
At purchase
1939

Value

all

0
2.9

Dollars

Dollars

1,288
2,344

1,165
1,902

50
413

264

1,619
2,791

1,512
2,281

1,234
1.303
1,054
79

1,155
1,289
636
88

7

property

At purchase
1939
Operator's indebtedness
At purchase
1939
Increase in net worth.
Cash at purchase
.

.

.

cleared land and
value of all property was due to the extra value of the
the land vendor
to
belongs
still
which
of
all
buildings,
to the addition of
connection with
in
debts
incurred
has
settler
new
the
But
in most cases.
establishing improvements, purchasing

work

stock,

and making

crops,

greater in 1939
thereby making his indebtedness approximately $125
This does
purchase.
of
time
the
.4 years on the farm than it was at
after
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mean that the new settlers are making no progress, for
of the increased indebtedness can be accounted for by recent purchase of work stock and equipment. At the same time clearing the land
and establishing improvements increases the value of the property to the
not necessarily

much

vendor.

INTERNAL FARM ORGANIZATION
The only type of farming in the area is one in which cotton is the primary cash crop. Thus, a bad cotton year means many hardships for the
new settler, who, unlike the established farmers or planters, has no financial reserve. He not only cannot make the payment due that year on his
land, but also

may

experience difficulty in providing the necessary food

and clothing for his family.
Receipts and Expenses

The settlers who were interviewed in connection with this study received three-fourths of their farm receipts and over two-thirds of their
total receipts from cotton sales, while the A.A.A. payments made on
cotton

amounted

to 21.1 per cent of the

cent of the total receipts (Table 10)

were from

livestock,

and

less

.

farm receipts and

Less than

1

to 19.5 per
per cent of the receipts

than 9 per cent came from non-farm sources,

employment opportunities are slightly
more favorable in Madison and Tensas parishes than in East Carroll
Parish, owing primarily to the existence of sawmills in those two parishes.
Although there is very little difference between white and colored farmers in the percentage of receipts from the various sources, there is considerable variation in the amount of actual income received by the two
groups. The white farmers interviewed had total receipts of $465 per
farm as compared with an average of $266 per farm for the colored group.
There is little difference between the two groups, however, in total expenses per farm, which means that the net farm income of $372 on farms
operated by white people was almost $200 in excess of that on farms
managed by negroes (Table 9)

principally outside labor. Outside

The question arises as to why the negroes receive much lower incomes than do whites on similar tracts of land. Both races are buying
approximately the same size tracts of land, but the white farmers are
clearing more of their land for crops than are the negroes. This is evidenced by the fact that the average size of tract bought by white farmers
is a 46-acre block, while the tracts which the negroes are attempting to
buy average 43 acres in size. On the other hand, the whites are clearing
about 25 acres on their tracts, whereas the negroes clear only 18 acres.
Of this additional 7 acres cleared by white farmers, 2 acres are planted
to cotton and 5 acres to corn. A large portion of the higher incomes
made by whites is accounted for by the additional acreage of cotton. The
white farmers also have non-farm receipts in excess of those reported by
colored farmers. There is little difference in the amount of receipts each
,
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TABLE

Source and

9.

Amount of

Receipts and Expenses for

New Land

Settlers, by Race, Northeastern Louisiana Delta, 1938

Settler groups by race

Item

White settlers

Colored settlers
Average

Number

Average

per farm

oi

farms

per farm

of farms

All settlers
Average

Number

per farm

of farms

Dollars

Number

Dollars

NutnbeT

180

38

320

42

254

80

1

2
83

424
42

42
42
42
42
42

2
72

244
22

oo
oo
38
38
oo

338
32

80
80
80
80
80

266

38

465

42

370

80

5

19

25
6
10

39
39
39
39
39
39
39

12

0

38
38
38
38
38
38
38

77
77
77
77
77
77
77

73

38

93

41

83

171

38
38
38

331
372
170

Receipts:

Livestock and livestock

oy
4

18

11

Expenses:
19

6
11

18
13

Other

Total expenses
receipts less farm expenses
Total receipts less farm expenses
Value of products used at home.

Farm

.

TABLE

10.

.

193
155

15

4
11

17
5
11

22
10
5

•

79

254
286
43

81

159

Percentage Distribution of Income from Various Sources for
Settlers, by Race, Northeastern Louisiana Delta, 1938

New

Land

Distribution of income by race

Income items
Colored

White

All

settlers

settlers

settlers

Per cent

Per

Per

cent

cent

Percentage of

Farm receipt? from cotton
Total receipts from cotton
Farm receipts from A. A. A
Total receipts from A. A.

Farm

A

from livestock
Total receipts from livestock
Total income from non-farm sources
Ratio of products used at home to farm income
receipts

Farm income

'

equals farm receipts less farm expenses.
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73.9
67.8
24,0
22.1
0.6
0.5
8.2
86.0

75.6
68.9
19.5
17.8
0.5
0.5
8.9
53.9

75.0
68.5
21.1
19.3
0.5
0.5
8.7
64.3

group received from livestock or from other farm products. In addition
to having more cotton acreage than the negroes, the whites make better
yields per acre, partly because of better managerial ability and partly because of the fact that they are located on lands which are better drained.

Food and Feed Crops
Although cotton farming is the predominant enterprise in the area,
corn, truck crops, and alfalfa can be produced on the fertile alluvial
lands. Oats also do well, but they are not grown to any great extent,
principally because the new land is too rough for oat production and
because the small scale of farming does not permit the utilization of an
extensive crop for cash income. The agricultural agents in the area are
encouraging the growing of oats and are suggesting cooperatively owned
machinery for use in their production.

Most of the farmers do not grow a sufficient amount of food and feed
crops for their family needs, particularly in view of the hazards accompanying new settlement. Since they have sufficient land and, in many
cases enough available time in which to grow ample supplies of truck

and other essential products for home use, such a
condition is in need of immediate correction. The argument against
growing cash crops other than cotton is that of inadequate marketing
organization. In spite of this, it appears that all new settlers could cercrops, hogs, chickens,

tainly profit by growing the food and feed crops that they consume, and,
where enough family labor is available, attempt to secure supplementary
income from such sources.

Cropping System

The average settler in the area had a crop organization in 1939 which
consisted of 9.1 acres of cotton, 9.8 acres of corn, 1.4 acres of feed crops,
1.1 acres of truck crops, and 24.2 total crop acres (Table 11). As has
been pointed out previously, the essential difference between the crop
organization of white and colored settlers is slightly larger acreages of
cotton and corn on the farms operated by white settlers. The small difference of 2 acres in cotton, however, is very significant because it is this
difference that accounts for the incomes of white farmers being considerably higher than the incomes of the colored farmers. The income from

payment on the additional 2 acres can
cash income by more than $100 in a
favorable crop year. Although the only change which the settlers them-

the sale of cotton plus the A.A.A.
easily increase the

new

settler's

wish to make in their crop organization is to increase their cotton
acreage from the average of 9 acres, which they now grow, to 15 acres,

selves

certainly other desirable changes could be made, such as a greater production of feed crops.
It is

true that almost all of the settlers have one cow, two hogs for .meat,
yet few of them have a brood sow, a sufficient number

and a few chickens,

of poultry, or a year-around milk supply.
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The

livestock organization of

History for New Land Settlers, by Race,
Northeastern Louisiana Delta, 1938 and 1939

TABLE 11— Crop

Settler groups by race

Item

Average

Number

Average

Number

Average

Total

per

of

per

ot

per

number

tarm

farms

farm

farms

farm

ot farms

Acres

Number

Acres

Number

Acres

Number

9.0
12.3
1.5
1.0
25.2

44
44
44
44
44

7.1
7.6
1.1
1.1
18.1

39
39
39
39
39

8.1
10.1
1.3
1.1

83
83
83
83
83

10.1
11.9
1.5
1.1
26.1
15.1
14.6

55
55
55
55
55
47
58

7.9
9.3

42
42
42
42
42
40
42

9.1

1938 crop history

Cotton

Corn
Feed crops
Truck crops
Total crop land
1939 crop history

Cotton

Corn
Feed crops
Truck crops
Total crop land
Previous usual cotton acreage.
Cotton acreage wanted .......

All settlers

Colored settlers

White settlers

1.3
1.2

21,6
14.7
14.7

21.8

9.8
1.4
1.1

24.2
14.9
14.6

97
97
97
97
97
87
100

such a point that they have a supply
for home use, as well as a tew
of meat, eggs, milk, and butter sufficient
of cash income on the newcalves pigs, or fryers to market. As a source
is practically non-existent
present
ground farms, livestock production at
of the total cash income
cent
per
1
than
as evidenced by the fact that less

new farmers should be expanded

is

to

derived from livestock and livestock products.
Size of

.

There
ured by

is

Farm

a very significant relationship between

size

of farm as measin

of less than 30 acres
total acreage, and income. The farms
$155 in excess of farm expenses, while
size have farm receipts which are
which exceed farm expenses
those with over 70 acres have farm receipts

that the large farms

by $515 The principal reason for this difference
with only 5 acres on the
have an average of 19 acres of cotton compared
tracts are greater, they
larger
the
on
expenses
small tracts. Although cash
is

in receipts.
are not sufficiently larger to offset the increase

A large portion

and up

to a certain
is fixed,
of the cash expenses on new-ground farms
a very great
result
not
do
point, additional land and additional cotton
a settler
that
seems
it
fact,
this
increase in operating expenses. In view of
to farm
able
be
will
he
feels
he
as
land
should buy as large a block of
is a desiracres
settlers,
40
most
For
labor.
with a minimum of outside
cotton farm. The 20-acre tracts
able sized unit for such operation as a
too small for ecowhich the farmers are now purchasing are definitely
for the settler to
large
operation, and the 60-acre blocks are too

m

nomical
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farms without hiring considerable outside labor. Forty
enough to allow 15 acres for the planting of cotton
without exceeding the A. A. A. restriction on the parish percentage of crop
land if all but 2 or 3 acres are cleared, and at the same time leave sufficient acreage for corn and other feed and truck crops. It may be necessary, however, for many of the settlers to buy tracts 45 to 50 acres in size
in order to have sufficient land suitable for clearing from the standpoint

handle
acres

as cotton

would be

large

of drainage.

farmers with the highest value of products used at home have the
This fails to support the contention that if a man
has a large acreage of cotton, he will neglect his garden and other foodstuffs in favor of his cotton. In fact, the small farms have a higher percentage of the crop land in cotton than do the large farms. The farmers
with larger acreages devote more time and effort to the production of feed
crops, truck crops, and other supplementary crops than do the farmers

The

largest farms observed.

with the smaller acreages.

Managerial Problems

The new settler indicates that one of his biggest problems is in getting
an adequate cotton allotment. Farmers wish to plant approximately
the same amount of cotton on the farms they are attempting to buy as
they grew prior to coming to their present farm. The average previous
cotton acreage was 14.9 acres per farm, and the farmers estimate that 14.6
acres are necessary in order for them to be able to meet their land notes
and current operating expenses. These people have become accustomed
to growing about 15 acres of cotton as tenants and croppers, and that
acreage still influences their thinking after a change in tenure status has
occurred. The acreage which the farmers desire to have in cotton is 60
per cent greater than tha^; which they now have devoted to the crop; thus,
if the settlers had the cOjtton acreages which they consider necessary, the
newly established farms would increase noticeably the cotton production
in the Mississippi Delta, but would not add significantly to the total
United States production.

A weak farm organization, rather low in cotton yields, inadequate production of food and feed crops, and absence of supplementary sources of
income may be evidences of the poor managerial ability of these settlers,
especially of the colored settlers. On the other hand these conditions may
be the result of a maladjustment between capital and the land' resources
in the area. Nevertheless, many of the settlers never owned any land before they attempted to buy their present farms and, as a result, have had
very little managerial experience. Such settlers need more guidance than
the well-established farmers. This would mean more than they are now
There is need for someone well trained in farm management,
and familiar with cotton farming as well as live-at-home farming in
the Delta area, to develop farm and home plans with the settlers, super-

getting.
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vise the

execution o£ such plans, and

assist

the settlers in an advisory

capacity in every possible way.

SEASONAL CREDIT
Most new settlers in the Delta found it necessary to borrow money with
which to make their crops each year, the principal sources of credit being
the
the Farm Security Administration, individuals, and local banks. Of
with
each
of
average
an
$213
borrowed
had
73
interviewed,
100 farmers
which to make their 1938 crop. Approximately one-half of the borrowers
obtained loans through the Farm Security Administration; about oneborthird secured loans through local individuals; and the remainder
the
that
therefore,
apparent,
is
It
(Table
12)
rowed from local banks
.

TABLE

Seasonal Credit Arrangements Made by New Land Settlers,
BY Race, Northeastern Louisiana Delta, 1938

12.

Settler groups by race

Source of credit

White settlers

COLOREIV settlers

All settlers

Average

Number

Average

Number

Average

per farm

of farms

per farm

of farms

per farm

Individual

16
16

192

12

44

6

95

177
8
0

101

8
8
2

137
8
32

(dollars)..

265

Rate (per cent)
Unpaid i (dollars;.
Total making loans

5
143

170
5
129

18
16

216
5

11

137

35
33
26

165
92

38

213
120

73
36

Amount

(dollars)..

Rate (per cent)
Unpaid i (dollars).
.

.

.

299
8
400

145

11

Local bank.

Amount

(dollars)..

Rate (per cent)
Unpaid i (dollars).
.

.

9
32

F. S. A.

Amount

.

Amount
Unpaid
1

i

ing of

.

(dollars)..

266

(dollars).

152

Unpaid as

Farm

.

ot

September

1,

1939.

Security Administration

new

19

is

playing an important role in the further-

settlement.

Although a larger proportion of colored farmers obtained loans than
the
did white farmers, their loans were much smaller. Ninety per cent of
of the
cent
per
with
60
compared
as
1938
in
money
borrowed
negroes
per
white farmers; but the loans of the former group averaged only $165
principal
The
farmer, whereas those of the latter group averaged $266.
white
reason why the colored farmer borrowed less money than the
lower
his
at
family
his
support
to
money
farmer was that he needed less
standard of living, rather than that the colored farmer used appreciably
less cash to operate his farm.
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About as large a proportion of the negroes borrowed money from the
Farm Security Administration as did the whites, but a much greater percentage of negro than white farmers acquired loans through individuals.
This variance was probably a result of the fact that many of the negroes
came from plantations where they had been croppers relying upon credit
from plantation owners, and for some reason still used that source of
credit after leaving the owner's farm. Several of them preferred to continue reliance upon individual credit. Because their small cotton acreage
factors made it hard for them to qualify for loans, many of the
not borrow from the Farm Security Administration. White
did
negroes
farmers as a rule, however, borrowed from the Farm Security Administration whenever possible.

and other

A

comparison of rates of interest revealed that, except for loans obFarm Security Administration and banks, colored
farmers paid higher interest rates than did white farmers, and that for
farmers of both races the Farm Security Administration offered the most
economical source of credit.
tained through the

Individuals charged colored farmers higher interest rates, because they
considered them poorer risks, because they knew that they had been
accustomed to paying exorbitant rates in the past, and because they felt

would be reluctant to object to such rates. Furthermore, since many of the negro and a few of the white farmers had no
conception of how many dollars they actually paid as interest, rates did
not, of course, impress them.
certain that they

Although
that

new

local

settlers

Farm Security Administration supervisors indicated
were able to repay almost all of the money they bor-

rowed, the farmers interviewed had repaid only 37 per cent of their 1938
loans by September, 1939, almost a year after the due date for most loans.
Since part of the money borrowed in 1938 was to be repaid over a period
of 4 or 5 years, the low percentage of repayment must not be interpreted
too literally; nevertheless, a high percentage of the loans was made for
the current crop year and was to have been repaid prior to the time the
farmers were interviewed. Approximately one-half of the loans made in
1938 by individuals and about three-fourths of those made by local banks
had been repaid by September 1, 1939. It is evident, therefore, that new
settlers have experienced considerable difficulty in meeting their shortterm credit obligations.
The longer the time a settler had been on his farm, the larger the
amount of money he had borrowed. Farmers who had been on their
farms only one year in 1938 borrowed an average of $54. With additional
years on the farm this amount gradually increased to an average of $338
borrowed by farmers who had been on the farm 5 years. The primary
reason for the settlers' borrowing more money with an increasing number of years on the farm was that they were able to get larger loans
based upon greater cotton acreages.
After a farmer had made 2 or 3 crops on his farm and had increased
33

he could usually get from the Farm
large to enable him to make
sufficiently
loan
Administration
a
Security
his crop and meet living expenses until he sold his cotton. The new
farmer, however, found it very difficult to secure money the first year.
The farmer whose cotton allotment was frozen at 4 or 5 acres also found
Although it
it difficult to secure adequate credit at reasonable rates.
would have been very helpful for the new settler to have had enough
money with which to make his first crop before he attempted to buy
his cotton acreage to 7 or 8 acres,

land, this was seldom the case.

The majority of new settlers who came into the area with no livestock
found the Farm Security Administration to be the best agency for livestock loans. Because the Farm Security Administration was very lenient
making loans of this type after the first crop year, very few of the
farmers were handicapped by a lack of work stock.

in

new

The newcomer should be provided with more desirable seasonal credit
during the first few years. Farmers who borrow from individuals and pay
high rates of interest should be advised of the possibility of securing loans
at lower rates through the Farm Security Administration.

DIFFICULTIES
The

ENCOUNTERED UNDER THE
COTTON PROGRAM

current rapid settlement

A.A.A.

on the cutover Delta lands of the lower

Mississippi River Valley has produced a series of increasing difficulties
affecting both the individual settler and the A.A.A. cotton adjustment
program. Aside from the usual physical problems confronting the establishment of a permanent agriculture on rich, but poorly drained, alluvial lands, the

new

settler faces serious difficulties in securing a

cotton

adequate to provide income for minimum living expenses, for payments on land, and for other farm expenses. Since parish
allotments remain rather constant from year to year, any increase in
acreage to new farms must ultimately produce a corresponding decrease
on old farms. The latter condition necessarily produces friction in the
local administrative machinery of the A.A.A.
allotment which

is

Because of the large amount of time required to clear land and establish essential improvements during the first year or two, most new farmers planted small acreages, and since the Agricultural Adjustment Act of
1938 limits the cotton acreage on any farm to the highest cotton acreage
planted plus that diverted in any of the past three years, many new settlers have allotments considerably lower than that which the parish percentage of crop land allows. The settlers were not usually aware of this
statutory limitation when they planted their first cotton crop on new
land, and made no effort to plant fully up to the parish percentage of
crop land. Thus, many settlers find themselves permanently limited to
4 or 5 acres of cotton, regardless of the additional crop land obtained
through clearing. This group, in order to obtain allotments in propor34

tion to those of old farms, will have to remain out of the program a
That is, they will have to overplant intentionally for one year in

year.

order to establish a planted history of sufficient acreage to allow them
thereafter to produce up to the parish percentage of crop land. Very few
farmers follow this procedure simply because they feel, or are advised,
that they cannot afford to pay the penalties which would be invoked.

Any person who knowingly

plants cotton

on

his

farm in excess of the

cotton allotment for the farm is ineligible for any A.A.A. payment for
that year and is also subject to a penalty of 3 cents per pound for cotton
marketed in excess of the farm marketing quota^^ for the farm on which
such cotton is produced. Any person who unknowingly and unintentionally plants acreage in excess of the allotment will receive a payment,
but only after a deduction at the rate of 4 cents for each pound of the

normal yield of the excess

acres.^^

While it is true that, calculated on the basis of one year, the penalties
would undoubtedly be too great for the average settler to bear, it is erroneous to consider such losses over a 1-year period. Because the establishment of a cotton history in any one year would permit in succeeding
years an allotment equal to the parish percentage of crop land, from an
accounting point of view any loss resulting from non-participation in the
program for one year should be distributed over succeeding crop years.
However, new farmers without any financial reserve are inclined to estimate losses in terms of the current crop year, and it is the first years on
the new farm that are the most difficult. There is also a risk involved

new settler has no insurance that the provisions of the agriprogram with respect to new cotton land may not be changed

because the
cultural

any of the succeeding crop years.
Since eventually the burden of staying within the A.A.A. cotton program becomes too great to bear, a few settlers manage to drop out for a
year in order to establish a larger cotton history. When they do, the calculations upon which such a decision is made include only cash costs ot

for

production.

Without recommending

to the settler

what procedure he

should follow, a mathematical demonstration will indicate the possible
costs and benefits in connection with overplanting. The typical new settler in East Carroll Parish on a 40-acre tract wishes to clear 35 acres of
that amount and plant the equivalent of the parish percentage of crop
land to cotton. As the parish percentage of crop land for 1940 is 37.21,
this will give him an allotment of approximately 13.0 acres. The average
for 1940 is the normal production (average for 1935abnormal weather conditions) or the actual production, whichever is
the greater, plus the amount of any carryover penalty-free cotton. Since this manuscript was prepared the penalty has been increased to 50 per cent of the loan to
cooperators, or about 7 cents per pound.
11 The denial of benefit payments with respect to cotton on all farms on which
cotton was not planted in any of the years 1938, 1939, and 1940 goes into effect in
1941. In previous years new producers who did not intentionally overplant were
10

The farm marketing quota

39, adjusted for

eligible for benefit

payments.
35

cotton allotment on the new farms in 1940 is 5.5 acres, and the base yield
for such farms is 252 pounds. If the new farmer chooses to overplant his
allotment to the extent of the parish percentage, he will be penalized
$56.70 (7.5 excess acres x 252 pounds x 3 cents per pound) His 1940 con.

be $22.17 (5.5 acres x 252 pounds
x 1.6 cents) if he complies with the program. Thus, the farmer will of
necessity pay $78.87 for the privilege of planting 7.5 acres excess cotton.
This does not take into consideration the fact that he will also lose any
price adjustment or soil-building payments which he might have received
servation

payment on the

had he remained

5.5 acres will

in the program.

question might well be raised at this time as to whether the income from the 7.5 excess acres will be sufficient to enable the farmer to
pay the above penalty plus costs of production. In order to make such

The

it is necessary to assume that actual yields will approximate
base yields as well as to assume a stipulated price of cotton, say 10 cents
per pound. Based upon these assumptions, the gross income from lint

an estimate,

cotton on the excess acreage will be approximately $189.00 (252 x 7.5 x
This will leave a balance of $110.13 with which the farmer
10 cents)
costs of production on the 7.5 acres of excess cotton if the
the
cover
may
loss of the A.A.A. payment amounting to $22.17 is considered a cost.
.

a strictly accounting standpoint, this payment probably should be
considered an expense, and to the individual farmer it is a loss which he
definitely realizes, although it is not really a cash cost in the same sense
as the penalty of 3 cents per pound. If this is not considered a cost, there

From

with which to cover costs of production on
In the one case the farmer will be growing cotton for approximately 6 cents per pound and in the other for about 7 cents per
pound.
will be a balance of $132.30

the 7.5 acres.

The

now

whether or not the farmer can afford to
In order to determine this with a fair degree
of accuracy, it will be well to determine what additional costs will be
incurred by his growing 13 acres of cotton instead of 5.5 acres. It seems
that the farmer's overhead cash costs will be essentially the same for 13
acres of cotton as with 5.5 acres. He has plenty of land available for the
additional 7.5 acres, although at present the problem of having sufficient
land adequately drained for cotton production might become a great
difficulty. Any successful expansion of cotton acreage in the Delta will
have to be preceded by a more adequate drainage system than now
exists. It should not be necessary for the farmer to buy more work stock
question

grow cotton

arises as to

at this price.

or equipment with which to make this larger crop; consequently, there
will be no need for any additional buildings. The largest items of cash
cost in cotton production are ginning costs and labor, especially that
labor hired in connection with picking and chopping. It is commonly

held that income from the seed will be sufficient to cover ginning costs.
Inasmuch as no account was taken of income derived from cotton seed in
the illustration above, the ginning expenses may be omitted as a cost,
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since the two will offset each other. Because farmers in this area use no
commercial fertilizer in cotton production, the major items of cost other

than labor are seed and poison. Seed costs for the acreage should not
be over |5, and poison costs should not exceed |25.
All major costs associated with an additional 7.5 acres cotton have
been discussed except labor costs. The amount of hired labor that will

be necessary will of course depend to quite a great extent upon the number in the family capable of helping with the crop and upon the industriousness of the operator. The average settler in the area is 44 years of
age, and the usual size of his family is 5 persons. In only 1 family out of 5
is there found among the three children a boy over 16 who is still at
home. This means that the farmer will very likely be compelled to hire
some additional labor to chop and pick cotton. If, however, the farmer
is a hard worker and devotes as much of his time as possible to the crop,
he should be able to keep the labor, seed, and poison costs approximately
within the $110.13 or at least within the 1 132.30 figure previously determined.

Although at present the farmers are clearing only from 20 to 25 acres
on their 40-acre tracts, as was pointed out above, they would clear up
to 35 acres, or 87.5 per cent of their holding, if they could get a greater
cotton allotment. In order to be able to get an allotment of 13 acres of
cotton, it will be necessary not only to have a planted history for that
acreage established but also to have 35 acres in crop land, because the
parish percentage of crop land will become a limiting factor if the crop

acreage is not increased. This additional clearing will allow sufficient
land for as great an acreage of crops as the farmer produced prior to the
expansion in cotton production. Increasing the crop land in such manner
will call for a greater labor expenditure; therefore, the

amount which

can be cleared will depend largely upon available family labor, unless
a subsidy for land clearing is provided.

The underlying assumptions upon which

demonstration was based
normal yield of 252
pounds, that the price of cotton will be 10 cents per pound, and that the
provisions of the cotton program will remain unchanged. Any increase
in price (it has increased since above calculations were made) or in yield
will strengthen the farmer's chances for covering costs; however, a deare

this

that the actual yield will approximate the

crease in price, a decrease in yield or increase in penalty (increased since

above calculations were made) will have the opposite effect. As for rates
of production, yields of below 250 pounds in the Delta are very poor;
however, those on the new-ground farms the first year are only 60 per
cent of those on the old farms. Yields on heavy-textured new-ground soils
in the Delta increase each year of cropping for 6 or 8 years, after which
time they will decline unless the land is planted to legumes regularly
and plowed deeply. It is logical to assume that yields on new-ground
farms will be higher than the 252 pounds determined on the normal yield
for those farms growing cotton for the first time.
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SOCIAL ASPECTS OF

NEW GROUND SETTLEMENT

Delta was born on a farm and has
always lived on a farm as a hired man, cropper, renter, or owner of a
small holding, until he found the cutover Delta tract he is now attempting to buy. An insignificant number of the new settlers came from other
occupations than farming. Eighty-one per cent of those interviewed came
from Louisiana and Mississippi, while the remainder were from Arkansas,
Alabama, Texas, Florida, Missouri, North Carolina, and Tennessee.

The

average

new

settler in the

Each family has, on the average, three children, one of which is away
from home, married or working elsewhere. There is no significant difference between the number of children in white and colored families. The
presence of boys of 16 years of age or older adds materially to the man
for clearing land and for farm work; 21 of the 100 families interviewed have a total of 28 boys 16 years of age or older at home.
In an area where "buckshot" soil predominates, dirt roads are fairly

power available

but are an impassable mire for motor vehicles and
wagon and team in wet weather. Three out
of 10 of the new settlers possess motor vehicles. The colored settlers have
more than two miles of buckshot-clay road, while the white families have
less than a mile. The white families live slightly more than 12 miles from
their village market, while the colored families live only 9 miles. With
the exception of the dirt connecting roads, other roads in the area are
first-class gravel or paved highways. Although the police juries seem to
be making rapid progress in meeting local road needs, it does not appear
that any comprehensive road system for newly developed areas has been

good

in dry weather,

difficult of

passage even by

planned, but rather that demands for extension and improvement are
met as they arise.
The white families in the newly settled area are 3 miles from a grade
school and almost 9 miles from a high school; however, they are served
by a school bus that comes within approximately one-half mile of their
homes. Although the availability of schools for white children, in general,

seems to be adequate, a few families live from 2 to 5 miles from a school
bus route, indicating a need for other bus routes or nearby schools.
While the colored families are less than 2 miles from a grade school
and slightly more than 9 miles from a high school, school buses for colored children are not provided in the area, making it very difficult for
negroes to get more than a grade school education. In the newly settled
areas additional schools for negroes are obviously necessary.
The average white farm operator has completed six grades in school
and his wife seven grades; the colored farm operator has completed four
grades and his wife

five grades.

Although the children of the new

settlers

have an opportunity to get a better education than their
additional facilities are necessary for the new settlers of both

will probably

parents,

still

races.

Two-thirds of the houses occupied by the white families are rated only
fair as to condition and general appearance; 10 per cent are rated as
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poor; almost 2 per cent are tents, thus indicating that housing conditions
of the new settlers are far from desirable. Only 1 house out of every 5
occupied by white families is rated good, while just 1 out of every 20
among negro houses is rated good. Slightly more than one-half of the

negro houses are rated only fair; approximately 40 per cent are poor, and
5 per cent are but tents. The houses are inadequate not only as to condition but as to size, screens, and sanitary facilities. Most families enter
the area without adequate funds to build satisfactory houses, and where

lumber companies provide the lumber,

it is

of poor quality

and usually

available to provide a small dwelling. Poor housing
conditions, then, are a further indication of the need for credit in the
early stages of settlement and development of the cutover alluvial lands.
In looking for ownership and security the settlers naturally want good
land and a profitable farm organization, and in moving into the Delta

only enough

is

made

these people are led to believe that they will be prosperous and secure
in a short time. In a study, made in Ward 2 of Tensas Parish, Louisiana,i2
of 135 individual farm operators who gave reasons for moving, slightly

more than one-half moved

for better land, better living quarters, a

more

Other reasons given included
imagined
injustices,
escape from personal
or
real
advantages,
institutional
associations, lack of jobs, and psychological unrest. The same study
revealed that two-thirds of the individual farm families moving into the
profitable setup, or ownership

and

security.

Delta since 1930 had relatives already living in the area; therefore, when
the cutover lands were put on the market in small units for farming
purposes, the land selling agencies had little difficulty in reaching prospective purchasers.

In climbing the agricultural ladder from wage hand to owner, 18 per
new settlers at some time prior to reaching their present status
have made a backward shift in tenure. Reasons for such backward shifts
have not been ascertained, but the data indicate that the higher the
individuals climbed, the more precarious their positions became. The 18
cent of the

per cent making backward shifts in tenure did so as follows: 3 per cent
from cropper to wage hand, 7 per cent from renter to cropper or
wage hand, and 8 per cent from an owner status to renter or cropper.
Perhaps the fact needing greatest emphasis is that 82 per cent of those
interviewed and now having some degree of ownership have never made
a backward shift. This does not mean that all of them have climbed the
ladder rung by rung, for as a matter of fact, a large majority of the new
settlers have skipped one or more tenure stages before making their
present attempt at land purchase.
Approximately one-fourth of the new settlers have owned land at one
time or another previous to moving into the Delta; 15 per cent owned
land, usually in the hill areas, immediately preceding purchase of the

shifted

L. Hitt, "Recent Migration Into and Within the Mississippi Delta of
Louisiana State University and Bureau of Agricultural Economics cooperating. Unpublished.
12

Homer

Louisiana."
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cutover tracts they now occupy. Although specific information as to the
reason for relinquishing ownership was not obtained in each case, the
general impression was gained that the settlers' equity had been lost due
to drought and crop failure on the eroded, infertile hill farms. These
farmers, realizing their lack of security on such lands, left to seek better
opportunities elsewhere.

As is usually true when practical problems of economics involve adjustments of man to man, many socio-political problems are raised. In
the Delta new groups with entirely different backgrounds in education,
outlook on lite, and economic status are finding it necessary to make
adjustments to their neighbors, and vice versa. The number of registered
voters with whom the politicians must deal is rapidly increasing in this
area. In one parish a new settler is an A.A.A. community committeeman,
and it is only natural that such representation of new settlers in affairs
of community and parish interest shall increase. Although a few of the
more progressive settlers are being prevailed upon to think in a manner
similar to the planter, the majority of them still retain the thoughts
characteristic of small farm operators or even tenants and croppers.

PUBLIC FINANCE PROBLEMS
Insofar as local taxation and finance are concerned, the new settlement
taking place in the Northeastern Louisiana Delta presents no serious
problems at present. As a result of homestead exemptions, of postpone-

ment

of the re-classification of lands brought into agricultural produc-

and

of state-wide systems of financing local services, the new settler
has secured a deed to his farm is relieved almost entirely of property
tax payments; the established planters and farm operators feel no unusual
property tax burden as a result of the influx of new settlers, and the

tion,

who

parish finance structure

is

fairly well insulated against severe

impacts

from demands for new or expanded local services. While local
property taxpayers and parish governments are confronted with no acute
finance problems attributable to new settlement, the State is experiencing
a slowly growing demand upon its tax resources for homestead exemptions and education, and in the future may be pressed for greater expenditures for roads and public welfare activities. Since concentrated

resulting

new

settlement

and

is

since the State's tax resources have

in recent years by
levies,

apparently confined at present to a relatively small part

been greatly expanded
and by constantly growing returns from old
the increased demands on the State treasury present potential

of the State

new

levies

rather than existent problems.
The principal public services

ment

demanded and provided

areas consist of roads, schools, public welfare

and

in

new

settle-

relief activities,

drainage, and flood control. Since State and Federal-aid highways are designed to serve through- traffic and since they are financed wholly out of

Federal and State revenues, they present no particular problem in new
settlement areas even though their location may frequently be subject to
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local pressure arising

from new settlement. Parish roads, on the other

hand, are financed out of parish revenues; and, consequently, increasing
pressures for the improvement or extension of such roads, conceivably
growing out of new settlement, might eventually throw serious burdens
on local government. Rural schools in Louisiana are supported jointly by

and

local

ing from

State taxation, and, hence,

new

any increases in these

services result-

settlement are problems affecting both levels of govern-

ment.

Although administered by boards that are nominally local in character,
public welfare activities in Louisiana are financed and controlled by the
State and Federal governments acting jointly through the State Department of Public Welfare. Relief, as distinguished from "public welfare
activities," consists of aid extended to "employables," while public welfare assists "unemployables." Relief in areas of new settlement consists
largely of locally-sponsored Work Projects Administration projects. However, since local contributions to these projects frequently consist only of

supervision and materials, the bulk of the relief load may be considered
to be borne by the Federal government.
The principal services provided by local units of government other
than the parish are those relating to flood control, levee maintenance,

and drainage. Although provision is made for the creation in Louisiana
of road and school districts, in new settlement areas such districts are
few, and, where they do exist, they function through the established parish authority. The reason for the creation of road and school districts is
usually to make possible special tax levies for capital outlays.
Since the cost of major flood control construction projects, except for
easements, rights-of-way, and damages, is now borne entirely by the Federal

government, the only

costs falling

upon

the levee districts are those

maintenance of levees and the construction of
projects which are purely local in character. Because the Northeastern
Delta of Louisiana is already fairly well protected against flood by existing levees, cut-offs, and floodways, the services performed by levee districts
are not likely to be subject to any demands arising from new settlement.
Existing drainage districts, on the other hand, do not adequately meet the
needs in areas of new settlement. Because drainage is a major problem
affecting new-ground farming, the reorganization of drainage districts to
serve more adequately the settlers moving into the Delta is of utmost
arising out of the general

importance.

At

present, seven active districts in the area provide local drainage

has experienced any serious financial difficulSince an effective program in the
area includes the development of a comprehensive system of drainage, it
is apparent that, unless great care is exercised in the planning and administration of new districts, serious finance problems could very easily
develop, particularly if the anticipated improved drainage does not
outlets.
ties,

and

Only one

district

these have

now been overcome.

result.

In conclusion, then,

it is

obvious that no serious problems of public
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government, exist in new settlement
areas although the roots of such future problems are clearly discernible.
Unless settlement in the Delta is properly directed and planned so as to
finance,

insure

may

which currently

new farmers

find

it

affect local

and parishes
demands for roads and schools.
properly planned and administered, might

a reasonable degree of success, the State

difficult to satisfy

Drainage

increasing

districts, too, unless
very quickly find their obligations to bondholders difficult or impossible

to meet.

new

settlement are more apparent on the State than they
government level. Increasing payments out of the State
treasury for schools and property tax relief are indications of potential
problems in the field of State budget balancing. While the slow shift in
tax burdens from the parish to the State is not confined to areas of new
settlement, it is obvious that where finances are provided by the State in
response to need, such as in the case of schools, the burden on the State
can be expected to increase in regions of new settlement more rapidly

The

are

effects of

on the

local

than in older sections of the State.
The potential public finance problems in areas of new settlement can
be avoided by a planning process that foresees their development and
insures that the land use and occupancy maladjustments which are at the
root of such public finance problems do not occur. Specifically, such a
planning process would discourage or prevent settlement on lands unsuited to agriculture and would thus preclude the development of uneconomic public services. In areas suited to settlement it would insure that
roads and schools were efficiently developed and that undue optimism
regarding future agricultural settlement did not result in excessive public
services.

SUGGESTED PROGRAMS AND POLICIES
The problems arising from the new settlement now taking place in the
Northeastern Louisiana Delta demand a carefully planned and administered program of action. The details of such a program and the adjustment of plans to fit local needs and attitudes are functions that are properly part of the county planning process. From this study it is apparent
that certain general policies and programs of action would do much to
insure the development of an economic and socially desirable pattern of
settlement. Whether or not these policies and programs are adopted

depends largely on existing statutory and administrative restrictions
well as the willingness of legislative groups and responsible officials

make needed
At

as

to

changes.

this early stage in the

planning process in the Delta,

possible to obtain informed opinions from a very limited

it

has been

number

of local

people. For the most part, the programs and policies discussed below are
confined to those regarding which there is fairly unanimous agreement.

Numerous additional suggestions for programs and policies could be
made but it is felt that some of the information which might lead to such
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in
suggestions should be presented to a larger number of local- people
opinions.
their
express
to
opportunity
an
have
may
they
order that

Unified Drainage System

The need

for carefully conceived

and administered programs and

poli-

Since the most
cies is greatest in areas suited to agricultural settlement.
drainage, the
of
pressing physical problem facing new settlers is that

recommendations contained in the section dealing with this problem
efforts
should be effected at once. Particularly is it important that future
unified
a
for
need
the
of
cognizance
take
drainage
toward securing better
system incorporating all three parishes in the area. The plan for a unified
drainage system would require the setting up of one large district and
would provide for a reorganization of the seven existing districts into
juries of
the new unified system. Existing authority permits the police
adjacent
of
out
districts
create
to
action
two or more parishes by joint
that
held
have
courts
the
since
hand,
other
the
parts of parishes.13 On
necessary
be
should
it
if
parish,^*
one
of
all
incorporate
no district may

an entire parish in the system, legislative action would be
However, since in general the front lands along the Mississippi

to include

necessary.

River are adequately drained, it seems unlikely that the legal prohibition
accompanying the incorporation of an entire parish would loom as a
unified
serious problem. The most difficult procedure in setting up a
drainage system is the reorganization of existing districts into the single
enlarged unit. Although adequate authority exists^^^ for the type of reorganization proposed, the difficulty of securing a majority vote of landowners in each of the seven existing districts is apparent. Consequently,
will not impede seriously the deif any district is so organized that it
the same time will not benefit
at
and
velopment of the unified plan
drainage, it might be permitted
improved
of
greatly from the institution
present information it appears
from
However,
independent.
to remain
that the proposed drainage is so far-reaching in its effects throughout the
basin that all land except that along the river is likely to benefit.

Planned Road and School System
Corollary to the need for well organized drainage is the necessity for
planning a local road and school system that will serve adequately the
demands of new settlers without incurring any of the costs attendant
upon a haphazard growth of these facilities. Since roads in the Delta
they naturally serve as
and, consequently, the
road pattern needs to be integrated with the drainage system if the
greatest economies are to be realized. An important part of a school plan-

must be constructed with wide, deep

ditches,

lateral drainage channels for adjoining lands;

ning program

is

to strike a balance

between excessive consolidation on

13 Cf. Carleton, R. L. Local Government and Administration
ana State University Press, Baton Rouge (1935), p. 230.
14 Lacy V. Ottawa Banking Co. 272 F 448 (1920)
15 Carleton, R. L., op. cit., p. 234.
-

.
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in Louisiana, Louisi-

the one

hand and

too

many

inefficient

one-room schools on the other.

Important, too, is the fact that the planned location of roads and schools
can serve to influence the settlement pattern even though it is obvious
that such an influence will not wholly prevent the occupation of inaccessible or isolated tracts. Because the parish police jury and the parish
school board have adequate existing authority^^ to plan the location of
roads and schools, the preparation of such a plan can proceed at once
even though other restrictive devices may have to await legislative action.

Improved Purchase Contracts
In order to protect both the individual settler and society's interest in
developing a reasonable degree of security for the farm family, the contracts being issued to settlers must be improved. Compared with the contracts now in use, a more satisfactory one would afford the following
improvements:

2.

Give the settler a warranty of title.
Protect whatever equity the settler may have in the land by virtue
of principal payments, land clearing, buildings, and other improve-

3.

ments.
Provide for more reasonable terms in the period of payment, in the
rate of interest, and in permitting the amount of payment to vary

1.

with crop success or

failure.

form of contract does
Although an educational program in the area,
particularly through the Extension Service, might serve to impress upon
local people the advantages of securing an improved contract, unfortunately such a campaign would necessarily fail to reach most of the
settlers coming into the area from other States and other parts of Louisiana. Hence, negotiations directly with the vendors seem to be the most
It is

not at

obvious that the development of a desirable
all

insure

satisfactory

its

use.

procedure for securing general adoption of a desirable con-

tract form.

Reduced Land Prices
While improved contracts can do much to protect settlers, they can in
no way reduce the present high prices charged for cutover land. Fundamentally, it is the exceptionally high price charged by vendors in selling
lands that makes eventual payment seem impossible. Two courses of
action seem desirable for reducing the price of land to new settlers. One
is the establishment of a revolving fund for the purchase and resale of

cutover lands by some such Federal agency as the Farm Security Administration, while the other is the establishment of a policy by the Farm
Security Administration to give preferential treatment in its rehabilitation loan program to clients with good contracts that stipulate a reasonable price for land.
The revolving fund for the purchase
16

Carleton, R. L., op.

cit.,

pp. 206-7.
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and

resale of

land could either

be set up directly as an administrative function of the Farm Security
Administration, or could be established as a cooperative undertaking
allowing settlers to become members of the organization as they sought

buy land.

to

previous experience of the Federal government in buying or
optioning cutover Delta lands and from indications received from present
owners, it appears very likely that most of the land being settled could
be bought in large blocks for from $5 to |15 an acre compared with the
$25 to $40 an acre being charged the individual settler. While the government would have to add costs of handling and supervision to the

From

paid for land, the net price to settlers would obviously still be
less than that now being charged. Included in the revolving
fund procedure would be none of the required features of resettlement
projects such as model buildings, electrification, or power equipment.
price

it

considerably

Instead, settlers

would be

left free to

make

individual decisions as to the

extent to which they wished assistance beyond that given for purchasing
land. If a settler felt that he could carry the additional burden imposed
by model housing, separate loans via current Farm Security Administration financing programs could be made. On the other hand, new farmers
desiring to keep their annual cash obligations to a minimum could do so
by keeping down their overhead costs.
The second method suggested for reducing the price of land and for

inducing the adoption of better contracts, that of preferential treatment
by the Farm Security Administration, offers the best opportunity for
securing immediate action with reference to a rapidly growing problem.
Since it is apparent that few settlers could manage to exist on cutover
land during the first few crucial years without Farm Security Administration assistance, the Federal Government should insist that these expenditures be safeguarded and not be used merely to finance the clearing of
lumber company land by destitute rural families. Consequently, by indicating to vendors of land that liberal assistance will be forthcoming only
to settlers with proper contracts and reasonable land prices, the Farm
Security Administration can do much to eliminate the current "subsidy"
to

speculative landowners

farmer's equity.
Although the programs

and

and

to

protect the individual new-ground

policies so far suggested

may

assist settlers

into the Delta in the future to obtain fair land prices and
reasonable terms, they can do little to aid farmers already heavily bur-

who come

dened with dubious purchase arrangements. This latter group will require
a refinancing program either under the Farm Security Administration or
the Federal Land Bank. While some settlers already in the Delta might
be included in purchase areas and thus might be aided under the revolving fund by the government's taking over and refinancing their contracts, others would have to be handled as individual cases dealing
directly with vendor and vendee under land bank refinancing procedures
or under farm debt adjustment procedures.
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Technical Assistance for

New

Farmers

To some degree all settlers are faced with the problem of making
adjustments to new farming conditions and to a relatively new way of
life. When families move to the Delta from the hills, they find physical
conditions of the land different enough to require different farm equipment and need methods of husbandry largely unknown to them. In
making the shift from a tenant or a cropper to a land-clearing settler,
the new-ground farmer finds that he must produce more than a few acres
of cotton and corn if he is to survive, that his Farm Security Administration financial assistance is predicated on a live-at-home program, and
that the problem of farm planning falls directly upon him as his individual responsibility.
Most settlers are eager for information and advice on the new problems with which they must cope, but, unfortunately, except for small
amounts of time which the county agricultural agents and the rural rehabilitation supervisors can divert from their office duties, most settlers
must do without more than a nominal amount of counsel and supervision.

Theoretically,

of

course,

the

rural

rehabilitation

supervisors

should provide individual counseling, but in practice they are so burdened with office routine and heavy case loads that such assistance is
small. Similarly, the county agents are supposedly available for the work
indicated, but usually the problems of the established farmers and the
greatly expanded farm programs of recent years serve to consume most
of the time available to extension agents. In order, therefore, to make
possible the additional individual assistance needed, some means should
be found to employ extra personnel to advise the new-ground farmers
with reference to their many farm problems. Such personnel would in
effect be either assistant county agents or assistant rural rehabilitation
supervisors "specializing" in and devoting their entire time to newground farming. Expenditures for such service might appear large in
relation to the number of farm families it would actually reach, but in
terms of safeguarding the government's financial and social investments
in people, they will seem reasonable indeed.

Revisions in A*A*A* Cotton Program

Without in any way questioning the need for "doing something about
cotton," this study has been based on what appears to be a reasonable
assumption that for the next few years little can be expected in the way
of changing the Cotton Belt from a one-crop economy to a more socially
desirable type of farming. Consequently, in dealing with the problems
of new settlement and in seeking means of survival for new-ground
farmers, it has been necessary to assume that the only major source of

cash income for farmers in the Delta is cotton. In view of this conclusion,
therefore, the need for making changes in the A.A.A. cotton program to
aid the proper development of new settlement is imperative. From the
difficulties indicated in the section dealing with the A.A.A., it appears
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that the following policies should be instituted either by statutory
ment or by changes in administrative orders:
1.

for such shifting of allotments between
Cotton Belt as may be administratively
determined necessary because of the development of new lands.
Provision should be made for permitting administrative suspension,

Provision should be
parishes

2.

amend-

and

in the case of

made

states in the

new

settlers

on

fertile lands, of the

application of Sec-

tion 344 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended,
which prohibits the granting of individual allotments in excess of

3.

cotton history for the previous 3 years.
Provision should be made for permitting increases in parish allotments without necessarily applying a uniform percentage distribution of such increase to both old and new farms but rather per-

mitting a greater proportion of the increase to be allotted

among new

farms.
4.

Provision should be made for granting limited discretionary powers
to distinguish between bona fide new settlers who are actually establishing family-sized farms and those new settlers with faulty contracts
who are merely in process of clearing land for resale by speculating
landowners, when applying the flexible provisions under the first
three recommendations.

has not been an exhaustive study of the A.A.A. program
it has been sufficiently detailed to indicate that certain changes in A.A.A. policy would partly alleviate the
settlers' problems. Whether this will be done by a special program for
this particular area or by a system whereby allotments are associated with

Although

as

it

this

relates to cotton production,

the farmer rather than the farm or by some other method, must be left
to the policy-making section of the A.A.A.
No attempt has been made in this study to deal with all the problems

new settlement but rather to point out and analyze those which appear
most pressing. Therefore, the suggested programs and policies herein
presented are in no sense complete or all-inclusive, nor do they necessarily represent final efforts with regard to the problems dealt with in this
study. Instead, an attempt has been made to outline the major lines of
action indicated as necessary for consideration by the county and area

of

planning committees, local and state officials, and others empowered to
deal with the problems involved.
In addition to the specific programs and policies proposed above, however, certain corollary programs are necessary. These will include: (1)
negotiation with the land vendors for lower prices and more reasonable
terms because all of the land cannot be purchased and resold, (2) farm
debt adjustment, (3) immediate organization of county land-use planning committees, (4) intensive educational campaign, and (5) a plan to
provide for legal assistance to the new settlers in checking title to the land
they propose to buy.
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